
BUSINESS AT THE EDGE
What do IT leaders really think of edge computing?

Edge computing is a business driver

Who’s talking about edge computing?

Smart planning and smart technology  
deliver big benefits

Learn more about how CoreSite’s strategically located, hyperconnected 
data centers enable edge computing strategies now and into the future.

Visit www.coresite.com.

How will edge computing be  
used in enterprise IT?

Importance of hyperconnected,  
secure data centers

Edge computing is at the top of mind for business leaders because it allows data 
to be processed and analyzed in real time near the source of data. How will edge 

computing impact business as we move into a new year?

Companies of all sizes — especially large enterprises — around the  
world are focusing more attention on edge computing than ever. 

Enterprise IT leaders say edge computing will feature prominently in powering 
cutting-edge applications that require fast, reliable connectivity.

94% of enterprise  
IT leaders 
expect to deploy edge computing 
in large regional or multi-tenant 
data centers to supplement 
corporate-owned data centers

81% of enterprises 
say network-dense data centers 
are critical or very important to 
the success of their edge strategy 

55% of IT pros 
believe data security is the 
most important aspect to 
consider in an edge initiative 

Strategically located data centers are vital to a successful edge computing 
strategy, but they must be secure and provide flexibility and adaptability. 

With the right guidance, planning and tools edge computing can be a transformative 
strategy for digitally-enabled businesses. IT and business leaders predict that 

colocation for edge computing will have wide-ranging benefits for their organizations:

ONE DATA CENTER PROVIDER. EVERYTHING YOU NEED.

90% say colocation will  
improve edge access  
and connectivity with 

network providers

86% project colocation  
plus edge will shorten  

time-to-market

83% think colocation  
with edge will  
reduce costs

85% believe colocation will 
boost connectivity to major 

content/cloud providers 
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In what region is your 

company headquartered?
What is your company’s 

annual revenue?

59%  U.S.
10%  Central Eastern Europe
13%  Asia/Pacific
7%  Central/South America
5%  Middle East
2%  Western Europe
2%  Other
1%  Canada
1%  China

What type of company do 
you work for?

27%  Converged operator
19%  Mobile operator
17%  Enterprise
10%  Fixed-line telecon operator
9%  Cable operator
9%  Other
4%  Cloud/content provider
4%  Co-location/carrier
1%  IPX signaling hub provider

29%  More than $5 billion
21%  Less thank $50 million
15%  $1 billion to $5 billion
14%  $500 million to $999 million
13%  $50 million-$199 million
8%  $200 million to $499 million
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How important is network-dense, data 
center colocation to your edge strategy?

Where will your initial edge computing 
deployments be installed?

What are the leading use case / business drivers for edge computing?

Which end-user applications are the most likely to drive the initial deployment of edge computing?

What are the primary inhibitors to using 
colocation for your edge strategy?

17%
Critical

64%
Important

17%
Marginal

2%
Not important

81%

Corporate, in-house  
data center

46.7%

Street cabinet/hardened 
node at the cell site

13.3%

Other

4.4%

Street cabinet micro-
datacenters at an 
aggregation point within 
the access network 

24.4%

Large regional data 
centers with data center 
environmental specs 

44.4%

Multi-tenant data 
centers/colocation with 
dense fiber network and 
cloud access 

50%

43% 35%36% 25%33%

56%

5G

Industrial or  
factory automation 

53%

Ultra-reliable, low 
latency applications 

Augmented Reality 
or Virtual Reality 

(AR/VR) 

58%

IoT  
applications 

Safe Cities 

39%

High-performance 
content delivery 

29%

AI  
applications 

14%

Other

Autonomous 
vehicles 

Smart Cities with 
enhanced/localized 

experiences 

57%

Other

2019 

CoreSite, in partnership with Arista, Fujitsu, and Infinera, sponsored a survey of IT leaders to 
gather their thoughts and opinions about edge computing as a business enabler. Surveys were 
conducted by Heavy Reading in June and July of 2019. Read the key results and analysis below.

Click here to read the full report.

Security concerns 

Lack of control over 
infrastructure/apps 

Uptime concerns 

Lack of viable colocation 
partners 

High costs of colocation 

Complexity dealing 
with multiple colocation 
partners 

Lack of need for 
colocation in our  
edge strategy 

55.6%

46.7%

28.9%

25.6%

43.3%

36.7%

12.2%

http://www.coresite.com
https://www.coresite.com/resource-library/strategies-for-connecting-the-edge

